Cloudflare Gateway

Keep users and data safe from threats on the Internet - no
backhauling required

How do you stop sensitive data from leaving your organization? Traditional approaches to securing employee Internet
traffic have relied on network appliances that backhaul traffic from branch offices to a centralized corporate security
boundary. Learn how Cloudflare Gateway utilizes Cloudflare’s powerful global network to inspect and secure every
connection from every device to every destination on the Internet without sacrificing performance.

Features

Block known and
unknown threats on
the Internet

Control the flow of
data in and out of your
organization

Block access to potentially
risky sites at the domain
or URL level with our
massive corpus of threat
intelligence, which
includes 100+ categories
of pre-built lists to help
you easily block access to
malicious or risky sites.

Implement data loss
prevention (DLP) with file
type controls that can stop
users from uploading files
to sites. Prevent malicious
downloads by blocking
users from downloading
specific types of files.
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SaaS application control
Discover unapproved
use of SaaS applications
and use Gateway’s policy
engine to block access to
non-approved apps.
Integrate user identities
and roles into Cloudflare
Gateway to limit access to
specific subdomains and
functions of enterprise
SaaS applications.

Monitor traffic across
your network
Gateway’s logs provide
visibility into your Internet
and web traffic — across
all users, devices, and
locations.
You can export Gateway’s
logs into your SIEM or
cloud storage platform
of choice.
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How it works
Legacy approach

With Cloudflare Gateway

Teams need to connect to the Internet to do their work.
Legacy approaches attempted to force that Internet
traffic through hardware that could not scale and only
slowed down users.

Cloudflare Gateway replaces outdated boxes with
Cloudflare’s global network. Instead of backhauling
traffic, users connect to one of Cloudflare’s data
centers in 200 cities around the world, where
Cloudflare applies security policies and filtering.

The Cloudflare Difference
Only Cloudflare has the scale and experience to handle
security and protection for every request.
• Threat intelligence from protecting more than 25
million web properties
• Security powered by 1.1.1.1, the world’s fastest DNS
resolver
• Network presence in more than 200 cities in more
than 100 countries

“Algolia is growing pretty fast.
We needed a way to have
visibility across our corporate
network without slowing things
down for our employees.
Gateway gave us a simple way
to do that.”
Adam Surak
Director of Infrastructure & Security

Ready to learn more? Visit cloudflare.com/teams-gateway
to try Gateway today.
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